The approach to integration by Riemannian sums was rehabilitated in the fifties of the 20th century by a new interpretation of the concept of a "fine" or "6-fme" partition of the integration interval. It is well known that both the Lebesgue integration and the Henstock-Kurzweil integration can be obtained by the same method, only the integration bases are different. The concept of an integration basis y is very flexible and results in a rich class of ^-integrations. To every integration basis 3^ there corresponds the vector space Py of primitives of 3^-integrable functions (on a fixed interval / = [a, b] C K), a concept of Ey-convergent sequence of functions from Py, and ULci^y) which is the finest locally convex topology on Py such that every Ky-convergent sequence is convergent in (Py : ULc(^y))-Lebesgue integration is obtained by a suitable choice of y, y = C. Then Pc is the space of absolutely continuous functions and ULC (^-C) is induced by the norm ||.F||var = vari* 1 . Hence is not complete. The problem whether (Py ,UL,c(J&y)) is complete is the central problem of this book. A theory is developed which gives an answer for a broad class of J^'s and to an extended problem which includes integrations introduced by Bongiorno and Pfeffer in 1992 and by Bongiorno in 1996.
PREFACE
The approach to integration by Riemannian sums was rehabilitated in the fifties of the 20th century by a new interpretation of the concept of a "fine" or "6-fme" partition of the integration interval. It is well known that both the Lebesgue integration and the Henstock-Kurzweil integration can be obtained by the same method, only the integration bases are different. The concept of an integration basis y is very flexible and results in a rich class of ^-integrations. To every integration basis 3^ there corresponds the vector space Py of primitives of 3^-integrable functions (on a fixed interval / = [a, b] C K), a concept of Ey-convergent sequence of functions from Py, and ULci^y) which is the finest locally convex topology on Py such that every Ky-convergent sequence is convergent in (Py : ULc(^y))-Lebesgue integration is obtained by a suitable choice of y, y = C. Then Pc is the space of absolutely continuous functions and ULC (^-C) is induced by the norm ||.F||var = vari* 1 . Hence
(Pci^Lci^c)) is a complete space. If y -TiK, then HenstockKurzweil integration is obtained: The topology Uici^wc) is induced by the norm H-FHsup and (PHKMLC^HK))
is not complete. The problem whether (Py ,UL,c(J&y) ) is complete is the central problem of this book. A theory is developed which gives an answer for a broad class of J^'s and to an extended problem which includes integrations introduced by Bongiorno and Pfeffer in 1992 and by Bongiorno in 1996.
INTRODUCTION
The approach to integration which is based on approximation of the integral by Riemannian sums is rather flexible. If the set of partitions which are used in the formation of Riemannian sums is rich then Lebesgue integration is obtained. On the other end of the spectrum a poor set of partitions leads to an integration which is called Henstock-Kurzweil and which is equivalent to Denjoy integration in the restricted sense and to Perron integration. In this book integrations are studied for various sets of partitions. If y is a set of partitions we denote by Py the set of primitives of 3^-integrable functions.
For every 3? some sequences Fi G Py are called Ey-convergent
IF"
to a limit FQ G Py, Fi -> FQ. Therefore there exists a unique locally convex topology ULc(^y) on Py which is the finest one among locally convex topologies T on Py with the property
The problem whether (Py,Uic(^y))
is complete is crucial for this book; the answer depends on y. Denote by C the set of partitions in / and by TiK, the subset of C which consists of A such that [B-Pf 1992] and [B 1996] .
In this book integrations intermediate between £-integration and Tf/C-integration are treated systematically. Let y fulfil TiJC C y C C and some additional conditions which are not important at the moment.
Let K C I be a closed interval. / : 
Ev
Ey is the set of couples ((P/, I € N), P 0 ) such that Fi -=*+ F 0 .
IF A topology T on Py is called tolerant to Ey if P/ ->• Po implies that Fi -• P 0 in (Py,T).
It follows from general considerations that there exists a locally convex topology ULc{Ey) on Py such that (0.12) U LC {E y ) is tolerant to Ey, (0.13) UiciEy) is finer than any locally convex topology T on Py which is tolerant to Ey.
Obviously, Uic(Ey)
is unique. It was proved in [K 2000 ] that ^Lc(E?i/c) is the topology on P-HK induced by the norm || • || sup where
is not complete. In this book the answer to the problem of completeness of (Py,Uic (^>y)) is given for various y.
The topics of Chapters 1-3 are clear from their headings. In Chapter 2 convergence Qy is introduced in addition to the convergence Ey.
A system of sets Qy(6) C Py is defined where 6 is a parameter, 6 e D*. 
ll-llvar-

Finally, it is deduced that Pc is the set of primitives of Lebesgue integrable functions, ^-integration coincides with Lebesgue integration and (PCMLC(Q.C))
is complete.
Observe that F\ -^ FQ implies that \\Fi -Foil var -* 0 for / -> co but not vice versa.
The M.-integration is close to ^-integration and
is complete (cf. Chapter 6). In Section 7 some new restrictions on y are introduced which together with the restrictions from Section 4 guarantee that 3^-differentiation is introduced in Chapter 11 and a general result concerning the relation of ^-differentiation and ^-integration is obtained. Chapter 11 is concluded by a specialization to £-integration. This Chapter will be closed by a list of four parts of the book which are not necessary for understanding the text which follows them:
1. Sections 4.7, 4.8, pp. 49-51 (a necessary and sufficient condition for completeness of (Py,ULc(Qy)) for a subclass of 3>'s); 2. Sections 5.8 -5.11, pp. 62-68 (relations between convergences in (PC,ULC(QC) ),
in Qc and in E c ); 3. Chapter 6, pp. 69-75 (A^-integration); 4. Sections 8.9 -8.12, pp. 91-103 (dependence of 5(A)-integration on A).
BASIC CONCEPTS AND PROPERTIES OF ^-INTEGRATION
1.1 Notation. By R, R + , N, Z we denote the set of reals, the set of positive reals, the set of positive integers, the set of integers. For E C R, t G R let intE, c\E, \E\, diamE, dist(t,£) be the interior of E, the closure of E, the outer Lebesgue measure of E, the diameter of E, the distance of t from E. Let N be the set of N C R such that |7V| = 0. By intervals we mean compact nondegenerate intervals in R, e.g. L = [c,d] 
) (-fine, HAc[t-C(t), t + ((t)} for (t, A) G A, (1.4) E-tagged, if t G E for (t, A) G A (t is the tag of 4).
Let £ be the set of partitions in I and let TiK be the set of partitions A in / such that (t, A) 
By ^ we denote a set of partitions A in / such that (i.5) wccycc, 
\J^f(t)\A\-^f(t)\A\\<2-\
which implies that /|^-is 3^-integrable on K. The proof is complete.
